###### Significance of this study

What is already known about this subject?
=========================================

-   Several models to predict the risk of type 2 diabetes (T2D) onset exist. However, their application in public health management is quite limited due to: (1) problem of model choice, that is, not all the models areapplicable to all subjects; (2) the problem of missing values, that is, theinput variables required by the model are not always available for allsubjects, and (3) the need to recalibrate the models, since parameterswould need to be re-learned on the population of interest to reachgood prediction performance.

What are the new findings?
==========================

-   In this study, a new approach is presented based on the combination of eight literature models grouped into three different scenarios based on the variables they require, namely: information that can be collected by questionnaires, non-invasive measurements collected by medical instruments (eg, heart rate and blood pressure), and biomarkers measured by blood test.

-   The combined model:

    -   rescales original models based only on the incidence of T2D in the target population without the need of re-training them;

    -   selects the applicable models for each subject and calculates the risk scores of the models for which data are available, thus overcoming the problem of model choice and missing values and reaching a high coverage of subjects for which one or more risk scores can be computed;

    -   calculates a weighted average of risk scores choosing weights so as to give more importance to the models based on clinical measurements.

###### Significance of this study

How might these results change the focus of research or clinical practice?
==========================================================================

-   The combined model proposed in this study can facilitate the adoption of T2D predictive models in public health management and clinical practice, in particular allowing accurate and robust risk predictions while addressing the issues of model choice, missing predictions, and the need for recalibration

Introduction {#s1}
============

Identifying individuals at risk of type 2 diabetes (T2D) onset is an important goal, because targeting prevention initiative to at-risk individuals can potentially reduce the incidence and prevalence of T2D (and related complications) with great healthcare cost reduction. Indeed, several studies demonstrated that T2D can be prevented or delayed by early interventions on modifiable risk factors.[@R1] The standard screening for pre-diabetes and T2D is based on diagnostic testing of plasma glucose or glycated hemoglobin[@R6] and in the United States, it is recommended only for obese individuals.[@R7] Nevertheless, many other risk factors of T2D onset exist and, over the past two decades, methods to identify subjects at risk of developing T2D based on multiple factors were developed. In particular, predictive models of T2D onset, developed based on physiological and lifestyle risk factors, provide a risk score representing the individual's probability of developing T2D in the future (eg, in the next 5--10 years).[@R8] Some predictive models only require easily accessible information that can be periodically collected by population health surveys.[@R9] Others require clinical data (eg, fasting plasma glucose),[@R11] which generally result in better predictive performance. However, the collection of such clinical data, which require a laboratory test, may not be feasible for large population screenings in real world (not in clinical trials or research studies).

Although the use of predictive models is recommended by international guidelines,[@R6] their translation into everyday practice and public health management is scarce.[@R8] Barriers to the adoption of predictive models include lack of external validation, limited availability of interpretation guidelines, and few recommendations on model selection.[@R14] In particular, when applied to a new population, predictive models often present suboptimal performance because of different population characteristics that impact the incidence of T2D. In these cases, the model needs a recalibration, that is, its parameters need to be updated to obtain accurate predictions of T2D risk in the new population.[@R16] However, in most cases, a full recalibration of a published model, that is, the re-estimation of all its parameters in the new population of interest is not possible, because this would require the availability of a rich dataset containing knowledge of the model predictors at a baseline time and longitudinal information on T2D incidence, data which often are not available. In addition, when a specific model is applied to a new population, some other issues need to be addressed. First, if some of the input variables required by the model are missing, the risk score cannot be calculated (unless a data imputation technique is used to infer the missing values). Second, the model may be inapplicable to some groups of individuals. For example, some of the literature models that require the variable "ethnicity" cannot be applied to specific ethnic groups because these groups were not present in the original cohorts used for model development and, thus, they were not included among the "ethnicity" variable categories. For all the above reasons, the practical use of T2D risk models is difficult, and the so-called one-score-fits-all approach based on linear combinations of risk indicators seems inappropriate for public health management and clinical reality.[@R14]

The aim of this paper is to address some of the practical issues currently limiting the use of T2D predictive models, that is, the problems of model choice, missing variables, and recalibration, in an effort to facilitate the use of existing models in real-world applications. For this purpose, a new approach is proposed which consists in combining multiple existing T2D predictive models and using an easy-to-adopt recalibration strategy, in which the risk scores are rescaled based on the T2D incidence in the target population. The performance of the combined T2D model was assessed on data from two large longitudinal studies with different ethnic composition, so to mimic the model applicability to different and previously unseen populations: the Multi-Ethnic Study of Atherosclerosis (MESA) and the English Longitudinal Study of Ageing (ELSA).

Research design and methods {#s2}
===========================

Datasets {#s2-1}
--------

### MESA dataset {#s2-1-1}

The MESA is a longitudinal study funded by the National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute starting in July 2000 and still ongoing.[@R19] MESA investigates subclinical cardiovascular disease in participants without prevalent cardiovascular disease at baseline (n=6814): the study population consisted of non-Hispanic Caucasians (38.5%), African-Americans (27.8%), Hispanic-Americans (21.9%), and Asian-Americans, predominantly of Chinese descent (11.8%). Participants were enrolled from six US communities and included males and females aged 45--84 years. In total, six examinations were conducted in the period 2000--2018. At each examination, subjects were interviewed about their health and lifestyles and underwent clinical assessments. Institutional review boards at all sites approved the study and each participant provided written inform consent.

For the present study, the data collected in the first five examinations were used (at the time of analysis for the present work examination 6 data were not available). The number of participants completing examination 5 was 4655. From the total MESA sample, the subjects who satisfied the following three conditions were selected: (1) no diabetes (either treated or untreated) at enrollment, (2) information on diabetes available at least at one of the follow-up examinations, and (3) no history of cancer. Diabetes was defined according to the American Diabetes Association (ADA) 2003 fasting criteria algorithm (ie, fasting blood glucose concentration ≥126 mg/dL).[@R20] The selected subsample included 5155 subjects of whom 640 subjects developed T2D during the follow-up period (184 at examination 2, 106 at examination 3, 147 at examination 4, and 203 at examination 5). Of the remaining 4515 subjects who did not present diabetes during the study, 3299 had follow-up till examination 5 (196, 219, and 801 subjects exited the study after examination 2, 3, and 4, respectively, without diabetes). For each subject, the time of diabetes diagnosis was defined as the time of the first examination at which a diabetes diagnosis was registered. In the analyses of this paper, the variables collected at the first examination ([online supplementary table S1](#SP1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) are used to predict the T2D incidence during the follow-up period.
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### ELSA dataset {#s2-1-2}

The ELSA is an ongoing study of health, social, well-being, and economic circumstances in the English population aged 50 years and older, funded by the US National Institute of Ageing and a consortium of UK government departments.[@R21] The sample mostly included non-Hispanic Caucasians (about 98% of the sample). Participants have a face-to-face interview every 2 years and a clinical examination every 4 years. Currently, the study includes eight waves of data collection covering a period of 15 years (2002--2017). At waves 3--4 and 6--7, new participants entered the study to maintain the size of the sample.

Since the clinical examinations were performed only in waves 2, 4, 6, and 8, each subject was assigned a baseline wave among waves 2, 4, and 6 (not wave 8 because no follow-up would be available). Specifically, subjects that entered the study in wave 1 were assigned baseline wave 2 (n=9432), subjects that entered in waves 3/4 were assigned baseline wave 4 (n=4357), and subjects recruited in waves 5/6 were assigned baseline wave 6 (n=1557). Then the subjects who (1) were free of diabetes at the baseline wave, (2) had the clinical examination at the baseline wave, and (3) had information on diabetes diagnosis at following waves were selected. Diabetes diagnosis was defined as positive answer to the question: "Has a doctor ever told you that you have diabetes or high blood sugar?". The selected sample included 9641 subjects (6304 with baseline wave 2, 2615 with baseline wave 4, and 722 with baseline wave 6) of whom 737 developed diabetes during the observation period after the baseline (114 subjects first reported diabetes at wave 3, 101 at wave 4, 159 at wave 5, 116 at wave 6, 142 at wave 7, and 105 at wave 8). Of the remaining 8904 subjects, 5575 had follow-up till wave 8 (649, 472, 598, 727, and 883 subjects exited the study at wave 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7, respectively, without reporting diabetes). For each subject, the time of diabetes diagnosis was defined as the time of the first wave at which a diabetes diagnosis was registered. In this paper, the variables collected at the baseline wave ([online supplementary table S1](#SP1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) are used to predict the T2D incidence observed at waves after the baseline.

Selected literature models {#s2-2}
--------------------------

Eight literature predictive models of T2D onset that could be applied with the variables collected both in MESA and ELSA in their original form (ie, without the need of a model revision or re-estimation of model parameters) were selected. Six models are based on logistic regression: the concise version of the Finnish Diabetes Risk Score (FINDRISC),[@R22] the Atherosclerosis Risk in Communities simple model (ARIC 1),[@R23] the ARIC clinical model without lipids (ARIC 2),[@R23] the ARIC clinical model with lipids (ARIC 3),[@R23] the model published in Ref. [@R24] (STERN), and the Framingham model (FRAMINGHAM).[@R11] The other two models are based on Weibull survival model, that is, the Diabetes Population Risk Tool (DPoRT),[@R9] and the basic model described in Ref. [@R25] (KAHN). DPoRT, in particular, implements two different Weibull models for the men and the women, respectively.

These models were grouped into three different scenarios based on the variables they require, similarly to what performed in Ref. [@R12]. Scenario 1 (Sc1) includes DPoRT and FINDRISC that use only easily accessible information that can be collected by questionnaires. Scenario 2 (Sc2) includes ARIC 1 and KAHN, which, in addition to the information of Sc1, require some non-invasive measurements collected by medical instruments (eg, heart rate and blood pressure). Finally, scenario 3 (Sc3) includes STERN, ARIC 2, ARIC 3, and FRAMINGHAM, which use, in addition to the variables of Sc2, some biomarkers measured by blood test (eg, fasting plasma glucose and cholesterol concentration). Details on the variables required for the application of the eight selected models (harmonized between the two datasets) are reported in [online supplementary table S1](#SP1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Definition of the combined T2D model {#s2-3}
------------------------------------

The problem of missing values is more frequent with models that require clinical variables (eg, models of Sc2/Sc3) that, even if commonly collected in routine clinical encounters, may not be readily available for all the individuals of the general population (not limited to the patients regularly visiting the primary care). Models developed on specific subpopulations recurrently suffer from limited applicability. For example, ARIC and KAHN models were originally developed in a population where only non-Hispanic Caucasians and African-Americans were represented. Therefore, these models include a variable "race/ethnicity" that can only take two values, making the models not applicable to other racial/ethnic groups, such as Asian-Americans and Hispanics, which are present in the MESA dataset. Similarly, the STERN model can be applied only to non-Hispanic white and Hispanic participants because these were the only two racial/ethnic groups represented in its development cohort. One strategy to minimize the issue of missing predictions, caused by missing values and model inapplicability to specific racial/ethnic groups, is to combine the output of multiple models, considering for each subject only the models that can be applied to him/her with the available data. This is the idea behind the development of the combined T2D model evaluated in this report.

The combined T2D model was defined as the weighted average of the risk scores of eight existing models, after rescaling them based on the T2D incidence of the target population. The calculation of the combined T2D model's risk score can be divided into four steps. The first step is to select, for each participant, the applicable models, by excluding the models that are inapplicable to the specific subject because of ethnicity or variable missingness. The second step is to calculate the risk scores for each of the selected models using the original model parameters. The third step is to rescale the risk scores according to the T2D incidence observed in the target population.[@R26] The rescaling is equivalent to adjusting the intercept of the model which represents how much the factors not included in the model contributes to the T2D incidence, thus addressing the issue of possible lack of calibration caused by factors not explicitly taken into account by the model regression. The advantage of using the rescaling method to recalibrate the model is that it only requires information on T2D incidence in the target population (details reported in the [online supplementary material](#SP1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The final step is to combine the rescaled risk scores by weighted average to produce a global T2D risk score. Weights are set according to the scenario number, specifically the weight is 1 for Sc1 models (DPoRT and FINDRISC), 2 for the Sc2 models (ARIC 1 and KAHN), and 3 for the Sc3 models (ARIC 2, ARIC 3, STERN, and FRAMINGHAM).

In [figure 1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, an example of application of the combined model to a specific individual's data is shown. Let us consider the imaginary subject John, an African-American, 55-year-old individual of New York with missing values on cholesterol level and heart rate (this is not a real subject, but an invented case used as illustrative example). For this individual, STERN is not applicable because this model can be applied only to Caucasian or Hispanic subjects. Moreover, KAHN is not applicable because of the missing value on heart rate, while ARIC 3 and FRAMINGHAM cannot be applied because of the missing value on cholesterol level. Then, only four models can be applied with John's data and the respective risk scores are rescaled according to the 8-year T2D incidence in the New York population. Finally, the weighted average of the four rescaled risk scores is computed, weighting each risk score for the Sc number. The final result is the combined model risk score which represents John's probability of developing T2D in the next 8 years.

![(A) Illustrates the steps for calculating the combined model risk score, considering the data of an imaginary individual, that is, John, an African-American, 55-year-old citizen of New York with missing values on cholesterol level and heart rate (this is not a real subject, but an invented case used as illustrative example). (B) Schematizes the analyses performed on the MESA and ELSA datasets for the assessment of the combined model and the eight existing models (original version, rescaled models, and fully recalibrated models). ARIC 1, Atherosclerosis Risk in Communities simple model; ARIC 2, ARIC clinical mode lwithout lipids; ARIC 3, ARIC clinical model with lipids; DPoRT, Diabetes Population Risk Tool; ELSA, English Longitudinal Study of Ageing; FINDRISC, Finnish Diabetes Risk Score; FRAMINGHAM, Framingham model; MESA, Multi-Ethnic Study of Atherosclerosis; T2D, type 2 diabetes.](bmjdrc-2020-001223f01){#F1}

Performance assessment {#s2-4}
----------------------

The diagram in [figure 1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"} summarizes all the analyses performed on the MESA and ELSA datasets to assess the performance of the combined model and the existing models, in their original form, after full recalibration and simple risk score rescaling. A detailed description of the analyses is provided below.

### Assessment of recalibrated models {#s2-4-1}

Before evaluating the performance of the combined T2D model, the MESA dataset was used to compare the performance of the models obtained with rescaling to those of the original non-recalibrated models and those of fully recalibrated models, that is, models in which all the parameters (including beta coefficients) were re-estimated in the new population (in this case, the MESA dataset).

To perform the full recalibration, the MESA selected data were split into a training and a test set, including the 80% and 20% of selected subjects, respectively, stratified for incidence of T2D. The stratification was performed to balance the percentage of T2D cases in the training and test set. Indeed, an unstratified split could drive to the unlucky situation in which most cases occur in the training set and just few in the test set, or vice versa, which would impair the model training and its assessment. The training set contained 4124 subjects (512 with incident T2D during the study), while the test set included the remaining 1031 subjects (128 with incident T2D during the study).

The eight selected models were fully recalibrated by re-estimating all the model parameters in the MESA training set. The logistic regression models were fitted to the outcome at 8 years after the baseline (ie, the first examination). The 8-year threshold was chosen because it well approximates the average follow-up duration of the cohort studies used to develop the selected models (7 years for FRAMINGHAM, 7.5 years for STERN, 9 years for ARIC and 10 years for FINDRISC). Moreover, this threshold allowed for a large sample of subjects with incident T2D, while limiting the number of censored subjects (ie, exiting the study without developing T2D) prior to the end of the follow-up period.

In the rescaling approach, the intercept of the models was adjusted based on the T2D incidence at 8 years after the baseline calculated on the MESA training set.

Performance of the models after full recalibration and simple risk score rescaling was assessed on the MESA test set and compared with those of the original non-recalibrated models.

### Assessment of the combined T2D model {#s2-4-2}

The combined T2D model was assessed both on the MESA and ELSA test sets. In MESA, the risk score rescaling was performed using the 8-year T2D incidence extracted from the training set used for the full recalibration. Regarding ELSA, the selected data were split into two equal parts. From the first part (n=4821), called reference set in [figure 1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, the 8-year T2D incidence of the ELSA population was estimated. The second part (n=4820) was used as test set to assess the model performance. For each subject in the MESA/ELSA test set, the applicable models were selected, their risk scores were calculated by using the coefficients provided in the original publications, such risk scores were rescaled using the 8-year T2D incidence of the MESA/ELSA population (derived from a separate group of MESA/ELSA subjects, not present in the test set), and finally the weighted average of rescaled risk scores is computed.

Note that the MESA and ELSA test sets were exclusively used to assess the models' performance.

### Metrics {#s2-4-3}

The performance of each model was assessed in terms of discriminatory ability, calibration and missing predictions. The discriminatory ability is the ability of the model to correctly rank the subjects according to their risk of T2D onset. Discriminatory ability was assessed by the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve (sensitivity vs 1-specifity) at time t, the area under the ROC curve (AU-ROC)[@R28] at time t and the concordance index (C-index).[@R29] A CI of 95% was derived for the AU-ROC as detailed in Ref. [@R28] and for the C-index by using the Noether estimator.[@R30]

Calibration represents the ability of the model to correctly predict the incidence of T2D over a certain period of duration t after the baseline. Model calibration was graphically assessed by visualizing the calibration plot at a certain time t.[@R31] Calibration was also quantitatively assessed by the expected to observed event ratio (E/O), that is, the ratio between the expected number of events within time t, obtained as the sum of the probabilities of developing T2D within time t predicted by the model, and the number of observed events in the same time period.[@R33] Values of E/O close to 1 indicate that the model has good calibration, whereas values significantly higher/lower than 1 indicate that the model tends to overstimate/underestimate the event probability. 95% CIs for the E/O were calculated as in Ref. [@R33].

The C-index calculation, not depending on time, was performed considering as an outcome the time-to-event, which is defined as the time, in years from the baseline, to the first report of diabetes for subjects with incident diabetes, or time to censoring for subjects that exit the study without diabetes. The C-index is thus calculated using all the subjects in the test sets.

Conversely, the ROC curve, AU-ROC, E/O, and calibration plot, which do not consider the time of events and lost to follow-up subjects, were assessed considering as an outcome a binary variable representing the diabetes status at t=8 years after the baseline time (consistently with the rescaling and the full recalibration). Subjects who first reported diabetes within 8 years from the baseline were assigned outcome "1," while those that exited the study after 8 years from baseline without reporting diabetes were assigned class "0." The subjects who were either censored within 8 years from the baseline or first reported T2D after 8 years from the baseline were excluded from the calculation of these metrics, because the class of censored subjects is unknown at 8 years, whereas assigning a class label equal to "healthy" to subjects that might develop T2D just after this threshold might lead to unwanted bias. As a result, on MESA test set, time-dependent metrics were calculated on a subset of 739 subjects (87 with incident diabetes, 652 without incident diabetes); on ELSA test set, the computation was performed on a subset of 3295 subjects (291 with incident diabetes, 3004 without incident diabetes).

In addition, the missing model predictions were assessed, that is, the percentage of subjects for whom the model cannot return a valid risk score, because some of the input variables are missing or the model is not applicable to the racial/ethnic group of the subject.

Results {#s3}
=======

Efficacy of model recalibration {#s3-1}
-------------------------------

On the MESA test set, performance of the original literature models are compared with those of the models recalibrated with either rescaling or full recalibration. In terms of discriminatory ability, the rescaling does not affect the model performance, as it simply adjusts the model intercept parameter (common to all the subjects). Therefore, as far as discrimination is concerned, the comparison is limited to original versus fully recalibrated models. As visible in [figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, the ROC curves and the AU-ROC values of original and fully recalibrated models are very similar for all the models, suggesting that the full recalibration only marginally affects the model discriminatory ability. Therefore, in principle, it is not necessary to recalibrate a model on a new population if the investigator is only interested in ranking subjects based on their risk.

![ROC curve at 8 years on the MESA test set for the original literature models (blue) and the models after full recalibration is performed on the MESA training set (red). In a setting in which the subjects with risk scores above a certain threshold T are predicted to develop T2D within a certain time t from the baseline, the ROC curve represents the plot of the true positive rate (sensitivity) versus the false positive rate (1-specificity) for different values of the threshold T. The greater the AU-ROC, the more accurately the score discriminates between subjects at high versus low risk. ARIC 1, Atherosclerosis Risk in Communities simple model; ARIC 2, ARIC clinical model without lipids; ARIC 3, ARIC clinical model with lipids; AU-ROC, area under the receiver operating characteristic curve; DPoRT, Diabetes Population Risk Tool; FINDRISC, Finnish Diabetes Risk Score; FRAMINGHAM, Framingham model; MESA, Multi-Ethnic Study of Atherosclerosis; recal, recalibration; T2D, type 2 diabetes.](bmjdrc-2020-001223f02){#F2}

Regarding calibration, in [figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, the observed versus predicted event probability plot, and the corresponding E/O values, are reported for original, rescaled, and fully recalibrated models. The calibration plots and the E/O values show that almost all the original models (except ARIC 2 and ARIC 3) are not well calibrated on the MESA population, with models that significantly overestimate (DPoRT, ARIC 1, KAHN, and STERN) or underestimate (FINDRISC and FRAMINGHAM) the T2D incidence. Calibration performance significantly improves with model recalibration. Indeed, both the rescaled models and the fully recalibrated models present a calibration plot very close to the line with intercept 0 and slope 45°, and E/O values close to 1, indicating a good agreement between the observed event probability and the one predicted by the model.

![Calibration plot at 8 years on the MESA test set for the original literature models (blue), the rescaled models (green), and the fully recalibrated models (red). The calibration plot represents the number of observed events versus the number of expected events, at time t, for increasing deciles of predicted event probability. The more the calibration plot is close to the line with 0 intercept and 45° slope, the better the model is calibrated. ARIC 1, Atherosclerosis Risk in Communities simple model; ARIC 2, ARIC clinical model without lipids; ARIC 3, ARIC clinical model with lipids; DPoRT, Diabetes Population Risk Tool; E/O, expected to observed event ratio; FINDRISC, Finnish Diabetes Risk Score; FRAMINGHAM, Framingham model; MESA, Multi-Ethnic Study of Atherosclerosis; recal, recalibration.](bmjdrc-2020-001223f03){#F3}

In summary, these results suggest that: (1) model discriminatory ability is good even without recalibration, (2) the original models suffer from a lack of calibration when applied to different popuations, and (3) the rescaling is sufficient to achieve a good incidence prediction, comparable to that of the full recalibration.

Combined T2D model versus literature models {#s3-2}
-------------------------------------------

The comparison of the different literature models on the MESA and ELSA test sets ([table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}) shows that the best-performing models in terms of discrimination (C-index) are the models of Sc3, followed by Sc2 and finally Sc1. This is expected because, while in Sc2/Sc3 important risk factors such as hypertension and high blood glucose are quantitatively assessed, in Sc1 such conditions are approximated by self-reported indicators. However, the models of Sc2 and Sc3 present a lot of missing predictions compared with the models of Sc1. For MESA, such high percentage of missing predictions is due to the multiethnicity of the MESA population: the models of Sc2 and Sc3 (except FRAMINGHAM) are not applicable to all the MESA ethnic groups. For ELSA, the high percentage of missing predictions is due to the high level of missingness of variables required by Sc2 and Sc3 models (see [online supplementary table S1](#SP1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Specifically, the percentage of missing predictions of Sc3's models ranged between 17% and 45% in the MESA test set, and between 63% and 64% in the ELSA test set.

###### 

Performance of the literature models (original and rescaled) and the combined T2D model on the MESA and ELSA test sets

  Test set      Scenario            Model               C-index\*           E/O† original model   E/O† rescaled model   Missing predications‡
  ------------- ------------------- ------------------- ------------------- --------------------- --------------------- -----------------------
  **MESA**      Sc1                 DPoRT men           0.70 (0.64--0.77)   6.65 (4.86--9.10)     1.27 (0.92--1.73)     1%
  DPoRT women   0.70 (0.63--0.76)   3.47 (2.61--4.60)   1.11 (0.84--1.48)                                               
  FINDRISC      0.72 (0.67--0.76)   0.52 (0.42--0.64)   0.89 (0.72--1.09)   0%                                          
  Sc2           ARIC 1              0.73 (0.68--0.78)   2.13 (1.58--2.88)   1.09 (0.81--1.47)     45%                   
  KAHN§         0.75 (0.69--0.81)   3.91 (2.89--5.29)   1.11 (0.82--1.51)   46%                                         
  Sc3           STERN               0.81 (0.75--0.86)   1.75 (1.33--2.30)   1.10 (0.83--1.44)     42%                   
  ARIC 2        0.82 (0.76--0.87)   1.02 (0.76--1.38)   0.99 (0.74--1.34)   45%                                         
  ARIC 3        0.83 (0.77--0.88)   1.05 (0.78--1.41)   1.00 (0.74--1.35)   45%                                         
  FRAMINGHAM    0.83 (0.79--0.87)   0.34 (0.27--0.43)   0.82 (0.65--1.04)   17%                                         
                Combined model      0.83 (0.79--0.87)   1.00 (0.81--1.24)   0%                                          
  **ELSA**      Sc1                 DPoRT men           0.72 (0.67--0.76)   9.29 (7.60--11.36)    1.40 (1.14--1.71)     25%
  DPoRT women   0.71 (0.67--0.75)   3.63 (3.02--4.37)   1.23 (1.02--1.47)                                               
  FINDRISC      0.73 (0.70--0.77)   0.65 (0.57--0.74)   1.14 (0.99--1.30)   19%                                         
  Sc2           ARIC 1              0.74 (0.72--0.77)   3.00 (2.61--3.46)   1.40 (1.22--1.62)     34%                   
  KAHN§         0.76 (0.73--0.79)   5.30 (4.57--6.15)   1.41 (1.22--1.64)   38%                                         
  Sc3           STERN               0.79 (0.74--0.83)   2.46 (1.99--3.04)   1.81 (1.46--2.23)     64%                   
  ARIC 2        0.77 (0.73--0.82)   1.67 (1.35--2.05)   1.58 (1.29--1.95)   63%                                         
  ARIC 3        0.80 (0.76--0.84)   1.60 (1.30--1.97)   1.56 (1.27--1.92)   64%                                         
  FRAMINGHAM    0.82 (0.79--0.86)   0.39 (0.32--0.44)   1.22 (1.00--1.49)   64%                                         
                Combined model      0.77 (0.74--0.79)   1.17 (1.04--1.31)   4%                                          

\*C-index varies between 0 and 1, with 0.5 corresponding to a random assignment of the scores and 1 representing the perfect score.

†Values of E/O close to 1 indicate that the model has good calibration, whereas values significantly higher/lower than 1 indicate that the model tends to overestimate/underestimate the event probability.

‡Percentage of missing predictions, that is, percentage of subjects for whom the model cannot return a valid risk score.

§Note that in Ref. [@R25], only the risk scoring system derived from the Weibull model was reported, whereas the parameters of the original Weibull model were not published. Therefore, to obtain the probability scores for this model, we divided the KAHN's risk scores (range 0--100) by 100.

ARIC 1, Atherosclerosis Risk in Communities simple model; ARIC 2, ARIC clinical model without lipids; ARIC 3, ARIC clinical model with lipids; C-index, concordance index; DPoRT, Diabetes Population Risk Tool; ELSA, English Longitudinal Study of Ageing; E/O, expected to observed event ratio; FINDRISC, Finnish Diabetes Risk Score; FRAMINGHAM, Framingham model; MESA, Multi-Ethnic Study of Atherosclerosis; Sc, scenario; T2D, type 2 diabetes.

This limitation can be overcome by the combined T2D model for which the percentage of missing predictions is 0% in the MESA test set and 4% in the ELSA test set ([table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). Indeed, for most participants there is at least one applicable model with the available data, thus the combined T2D model can provide a valid T2D risk score for these subjects.

In terms of C-index, the performance of the combined model is much better than that of the models of Sc1 and Sc2 and comparable with that of the models of Sc3. In particular, in the MESA test set, where the level of missing predictions for Sc3 models is modest, the combined T2D model achieves equivalent discrimination performance to the best-performing literature model, which in the case of the MESA test set is ARIC 3, but in general on a new previously unseen population is unknown a priori. This is still valid if the analysis is restricted to the subset of subjects without missing predictions (n=347; [table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}). Regarding the ELSA test set, the combined model cannot reach the performance of the best model (FRAMINGHAM), as the level of missing predictions for this model is very high (64%). However, as visible in [table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}, if the C-index computation is restricted to the subset of test set subjects to whom all the literature models can be applied (n=2340), the combined model reaches the discrimination performance of FRAMINGHAM, confirming that the averaging of multiple scores does not deteriorate the performance of the combined model. The 8-year ROC curves obtained on the MESA test set and the ELSA test set confirm that the combined model presents similar discrimination performance to the models of Sc3 ([figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, left panels).

###### 

Discrimination performance of the literature models and the combined T2D model on the subset of MESA and ELSA test sets without missing predictions (ie, all the models can be applied without missing values in the input variables)

  ------------------------------------------------------------
  Scenario      Model            C-index        
  ------------- ---------------- -------------- --------------
  Sc1           DPoRT men        0.79\          0.72\
                                 (0.70--0.88)   (0.62--0.81)

  DPoRT women   0.68\            0.75\          
                (0.57--0.79)     (0.67--0.83)   

  FINDRISC      0.76\            0.75\          
                (0.69--0.83)     (0.69--0.80)   

  Sc2           ARIC 1           0.77\          0.73\
                                 (0.69--0.84)   (0.67--0.83)

  KAHN          0.78\            0.74\          
                (0.70--0.86)     (0.69--0.80)   

  Sc3           STERN            0.80\          0.80\
                                 (0.72--0.89)   (0.75--0.85)

  ARIC 2        0.82\            0.79\          
                (0.74--0.90)     (0.73--0.85)   

  ARIC 3        0.84\            0.81\          
                (0.76--0.91)     (0.76--0.86)   

  FRAMINGHAM    0.83\            0.82\          
                (0.75--0.90)     (0.77--0.87)   

                Combined model   0.84\          0.83\
                                 (0.76--0.91)   (0.78--0.87)
  ------------------------------------------------------------

ARIC 1, Atherosclerosis Risk in Communities simple model; ARIC 2, ARIC clinical model without lipids; ARIC 3, ARIC clinical model with lipids; C-index, concordance index; DPoRT, Diabetes Population Risk Tool; ELSA, English Longitudinal Study of Ageing; FINDRISC, Finnish Diabetes Risk Score; FRAMINGHAM, Framingham model; MESA, Multi-Ethnic Study of Atherosclerosis; Sc, scenario; T2D, type 2 diabetes.

![Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve and calibration plot at 8 years on the Multi-Ethnic Study of Atherosclerosis (MESA) test set (top panel) and the English Longitudinal Study of Ageing (ELSA) test set (bottom panels) for the combined type 2 diabetes model (black) and the original models of scenario 3 (STERN in green, Atherosclerosis Risk in Communities clinical model without lipids (ARIC 2) in blue, Atherosclerosis Risk in Communities clinical model with lipids (ARIC 3) in orange, Framingham model (FRAMINGHAM) in red).](bmjdrc-2020-001223f04){#F4}

Thanks to the rescaling step, the combined model is also well calibrated, with an E/O very close to 1 both on the MESA and ELSA test set ([table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). In particular, both on the MESA and ELSA test set, the combined T2D model achieves E/O values comparable to those of the rescaled model with best calibration performance, that is ARIC 3 on the MESA test set and FINDRISC on the ELSA test set, but in general is not known a priori. The good calibration performance of the combined model is also visible from the 8-year calibration plot, which is very close to the diagonal line both on the MESA and the ELSA test sets ([figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, right panels).

Some additional analyses to test the robustness of the combined model approach were performed and reported in the [online supplementary material](#SP1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for sake of space. In particular, a comparison of different weighting strategies performed on the MESA test set showed that the performance of the combined model is not sensitive to variations of the weights, as long as higher weights are used for higher scenario's models ([online supplementary table S2](#SP1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Empirical confidence intervals for all the performance metrics ([online supplementary table S3](#SP1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) confirmed the results obtained on the MESA/ELSA test sets are not sensitive to the particular test set choice. Finally, we tested the performance of the combined T2D model considering only the models of Sc1 and Sc2, to mimic the case in which blood test results are not available for any individual. In this configuration, the combined model performs similarly to Sc2's models on both MESA (C-index=0.74 (0.70--0.78), E/O=1.05 (0.85--1.29)), and ELSA (C-index=0.74 (0.71--0.76), E/O=1.18 (1.05--1.33)) test sets.

Discussion {#s4}
==========

Potential applications of T2D predictive models {#s4-1}
-----------------------------------------------

T2D predictive models have a variety of potential users, apart from researchers. General practitioners can use T2D predictive models to identify the patients who are at risk of developing T2D and provide them recommendation on healthy behavioral changes or prescribing specific tests if undiagnosed diabetes is suspected. Local health departments can take advantage of T2D predictive models to identify local communities with increased risk of diabetes and develop policies to mitigate this risk. Health departments may use information about diabetes risk in different regions to make health cost analysis and make informed decisions about the distribution of health resources. Finally, T2D predictive models can be integrated in mobile health (mHealth) apps as tools to provide the users with a feedback about their health status (eg, a diabetes risk indicator) and recommendations on how to improve it, also resorting to gamification strategies to promote healthy behaviors.[@R34] Although the many potential users, T2D predictive models are scarsely adopted in real-world applications.

Limitations of using a single existing T2D predictive model {#s4-2}
-----------------------------------------------------------

When applying T2D predictive models in real-world applications, the investigator (researcher, clinician, public health officer, or app designer) has to struggle with some practical issues. First, the investigator needs to choose the model that is most suitable for the target population. For example, some models can only be applied to specific ethnic groups, because they contain a variable race/ethnicity whose possible values (eg, black/white) can be restrictive for the application of interest. If the population considered is heterogeneous, like the MESA population, the investigator is forced to choose a model that does not take race/ethnicity as an input, although this might imply the choice of a model with lower performance.

Then, the investigator must make sure all the information required by the selected model is available for all the individuals. Missing values can represent a big issue when T2D predictive models are applied for a screening of the general population, for example, by a local health department, or integrated on mHealth apps, where data are self-provided by the user. In such applications, invasively collected biomarkers (required by Sc3 models) are frequently missing. Indeed, healthy individuals of the general population may not have recent blood test results. Missing values can occur also with non-invasively collected data, especially with waist circumference (not as common as body mass index for measuring obesity) or family history of diabetes (some people may not know if their parents or siblings had/have diabetes). If any of the required inputs is missing for an individual, then the investigator has two choices: either not calculating the risk score (this generates a missing prediction) or imputing the missing values. The simpler imputation method consists in using a population average, for continuous variables, or the most frequent value in the population, for categorical variables, but this method obviously bring to a deterioration of the model performance, with underestimation of diabetes risk in at-risk individuals (see [online supplementary table S4](#SP1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). More sophisticated imputation algorithms exist but they require the availability of a training set, they are computationally demanding and typically they can be applied only with missing values at random (ie, if the variables related to blood test are missing because blood test was not perform, then those missing values are not random and should not be imputed). Thus, missing data imputation is not always possible in practical applications.

Finally, the application of a model to a population different from the one in which the model was developed often drives to poor incidence prediction performance because the model could be not well calibrated for the target population.

Addressing practical issues by the combined T2D model approach {#s4-3}
--------------------------------------------------------------

The purpose of this work was not to develop a new T2D predictive model, but to address the practical issues the investigators must face when applying an existing model to a new population, in particular the issues of model choice, missing values, and recalibration. This paper proposes a strategy that combines eight existing T2D models by risk score rescaling and averaging, resulting in a combined model for T2D onset prediction. It is important to remark that the combined model is not a new model trained on a specific population, rather it is a combination of multiple existing models, trained on different populations, designed to extend the applicability of the existing T2D predictive models. This approach is different from other ensemble learning approaches for T2D onset prediction,[@R35] in which a set of new models, typically all using the same variables, are developed and combined to provide the final prediction.

The combined model requires in input the subject's variables (missing values are allowed) and the expected T2D incidence in the target population. Then, the combined model automatically selects for each subject the applicable models based on the subject's ethnicity and excludes the theoretically applicable models for which some variables are missing. Then, the combined model calculates the risk scores of the remaining models, rescales them according to the expected diabetes incidence, and finally computes the weighted average of the rescaled risk scores, using different weights based on the level of information the models require.

In summary, the combined model automatically manages the issues of model choice, missing values, and recalibration, thus facilitating the investigators when applying existing models to new populations, especially when these are very heterogeneous.

Why using the combined model? High prediction performance with high coverage {#s4-4}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

The combined model was assessed on two external datasets, MESA and ELSA, not used for training any of the models included in the combined model. The two datasets present different characteristics: MESA includes a multiethnic US population, while ELSA includes a mostly white English population.

On the MESA dataset, it was demonstrated that risk score rescaling allows to achieve good calibration performance, comparable to that of the full recalibration. Despite the simple risk score rescaling and the full recalibration perform similarly, the former is much more easy to apply than the latter because it does not require the re-estimation of model coefficients. Indeed, to perform the risk score rescaling, the only information required is prior knowledge on the T2D incidence in the target population (eg, derived from historical data). Conversely, to implement a full recalibration, that is, re-estimating all coefficients, it is mandatory to have a sufficiently large training set containing information on all the predictors at a baseline time and knowledge on the T2D incidence during a sufficiently long follow-up period, information often unavailable in real-world applications. For this reason, the risk score rescaling was embedded in the combined model, as a much more practical, but equally effective, recalibration procedure than the full recalibration.

The benefits of using the combined T2D model over single predictive models were assessed on both MESA and ELSA datasets, confirming in both cases that the combined T2D model has better generalization ability than single predictive models. Indeed, considering the entire MESA and ELSA test sets, the combined T2D model was able to achieve comparable performance to the models of Sc3 (the best-performing existing models) but with almost zero missing predictions. On the MESA test set, the model with best coverage was FINDRISC (0% missing predictions) which presented C-index=0.72, while the models with highest C-index were the Sc3 models (C-index=0.81--0.83) that, however, presented a percentage of missing prediction between 17% and 45%. The combined model was able to achieve both high coverage (0% missing predictions), like FINDRISC, and high discrimination performance (C-index=0.83), like the Sc3 models. The same result was obtained with the ELSA dataset, in which achieving good prediction performance with high coverage was even more challenging because of the high prevalence of missing values. In such a challenging scenario, the existing model with best coverage (FINDRISC) presented 19% missing predictions and C-index=0.72; the combined model was able to achieve an excellent coverage (4% missing predictions) with discrimination performance comparable to the Sc3 models (C-index=0.77 vs C-index=0.77--0.82).

When all the models could be applied, the discrimination performance of the combined model was equivalent to that of the model with best discrimination performance (in this case ARIC 3 for MESA, FRAMINGHAM for ELSA). The combined T2D model also presented calibration performance similar to the best-performing rescaled model (in this case ARIC 3 for MESA, FINDRISC for ELSA), thus averaging the models' score does not negatively affect the discrimination and calibration performance of the combined model. Note that in general the model that will show the best performance on a new population is not known a priori. Thus, another important advantage of the combined model is that it allows to achieve the performance of the best model, without knowing it a priori.

Limitations of current study and future developments {#s4-5}
----------------------------------------------------

A possible limitation of this study is that MESA and ELSA datasets differ for the definition of the diabetes outcome, defined by the ADA 2003 fasting criteria algorithm in MESA and self-reported in ELSA. This could reflect on the slightly worse performance on ELSA dataset, as the outcome definition in this dataset is suboptimal, but overall it shows the robustness of our approach to different datasets and data collection procedures. Note that while in general the use of self-reported diabetes diagnosis as an outcome might lead to misclassification of undiagnosed T2D subjects, this was not an issue for the ELSA dataset, as only the 0.9% of the subjects that exited the study without reporting diabetes actually met the ADA 2003 fasting criteria algorithm, that is, they might have had undiagnosed diabetes.

The encouraging results achieved in this proof-of-concept study for the ELSA and MESA datasets may be not necessarily true for other cohorts, calling for the need of a broader validation of the methodology. Future work will include the validation of the combined T2D model on other datasets. Moreover, while in this proof-of-concept study the combined model included only eight literature models, which were selected because they could be applied with the MESA and ELSA datasets, in future work the combined model can be easily extended by incorporating other literature models, provided that the information required by such models is available in the target population. Finally, the methodology adopted to develop the combined T2D model is general and can be applied to the prediction of other diseases such as cardiovascular diseases[@R38] and chronic respiratory diseases.

The R code implementing the combined T2D model, presented in this article, is made available on request for investigators willing to apply the model on their own dataset. As a future development, a web application implementing the combined T2D model will be developed and published.

Final remarks {#s4-6}
-------------

This work has been performed within the Participatory Urban Living for Sustainable Environment (PULSE) project,[@R39] a H2020 project funded by the European Commission, focused on big data analytics for monitoring citizens' health and promoting positive behavioral changes. Currently, we are living in the era of the internet of things in which a huge amount of health data are collected by wearable sensors and mobile apps.[@R40] In such a scenario, methods like the combined T2D model proposed in this paper, that allows to automatically handle the issues related to previously unseen data, missing data, model choice and model generalization, are fundamental to guarantee a successful application of existing models of T2D onset.
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